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ABSTRACT
The Australian construction industry, reflecting a global trend, is moving
towards the implementation of a voluntary code of practice (hereafter VCP)
for occupational health and safety. The evidence suggests that highlyvisible clients and project management firms, in addition to their
subcontractors, look set to embrace such a code. However, smaller firms
not operating in high-profile contracting regimes may prove reticent to
adopt a VCP. This paper incorporates qualitative data from a high-profile
research project commissioned by Engineers Australia and supported by
the Australian Contractors’ Association, Property Council of Australia,
Royal Australian Institute of Architects, Association of Consulting Engineers
Australia, Australian Procurement and Construction Council, Master
Builders Australia and the Australian CRC for Construction Innovation. The
paper aims to understand the factors that facilitate or prevent the uptake of
the VCP by smaller firms, together with pathways to the adoption of a VCP
by industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A nation-wide and industry-led voluntary code of practice (hereafter VCP)
for occupational health and safety (hereafter OHS) looms as a potential
bridging mechanism between the currently inadequate OHS performance
(Cole, 2003) and the mass of complex government legislation that
presently dominates the Australian building and construction sector
(Lingard and Rowlinson, 2005). By enhancing levels of communication,
collaboration and engagement in the construction supply chain with respect
to the procurement, design, construction and commissioning stages of a
project, a VCP of this nature has the potential to promote behavioural and
cultural change. The safety management framework advocated in the
proposed VCP provides a simple yet effective means of summarizing best
practice in construction safety for clients, project managers, designers and
constructors, that is, the entire construction process from design and
procurement through to commissioning. Moreover, it promotes a level of
regulatory consistency among the different states and territories that has
not previously been possible and, in doing so, provides a foundation on
which future legislative reform could be based.
A code of this nature should thus prove invaluable with respect to
improving the OHS performance of the Australian construction industry.
Discussion of this in an Australian legislative and regulatory context also
has relevance to other nations, especially since it is well known, at a global
level, that the incidence rate for fatal accidents in the construction industry
is generally higher than in any other industry (Alvez Diaz, 1995; Suraji,
1997; Suraji et al., 2001). Yet the readiness of construction firms to adopt
and comply with the proposed VCP appears to be largely dependent upon
firm size and capacity. Whereas interview data indicates that larger firms
are keen to comply with a voluntary code, SMEs seem to be more
circumspect in this regard, with the main motive for improving OHS being
the fear that operations could be curtailed by regulators (Wright, 1998;
Gunningham, 1999).
By using data collected from a CRC for Construction Innovation
project focussing on the promulgation of a VCP in the Australian
construction industry, this paper outlines the barriers and enablers with
regard to the adoption of an OHS-focused VCP. The paper, which also
employs some results of a survey of small builders conducted in 2006, also
considers the strategies required to encourage the uptake of a VCP by
smaller firms. The study commences with a background into the increasing
prominence of safety in the Australian building and construction industry
and highlights the need for a VCP in construction OHS. It then looks at
existing contracting regimes, with particular attention paid to clients and
project management firms, before turning its attention to the problematic
SME sector of the industry (Gunningham, 1998).
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2. OHS IN THE AUSTRALIAN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
It is widely recognized that OHS performance in the Australian building and
construction industry is poor (Cole, 2003; Wild, 2005). Indeed, construction
workers are susceptible to fatality rates three times the national workplace
average and injury rates 50% higher than those experienced in other
sectors (Cole, 2003; Wild, 2005). In fact, construction industry workers are
2.4 times more likely to be killed at work than those employed in any other
Australian industry (Cole, 2003; Wild, 2005). In 2002–2003, poor OHS
accounted for 6.3% of Australia’s GDP alone (ABS, 2005a). In addition, the
community benefits of prioritizing OHS are estimated to generate AUD2.3
billion annually (Department of Employment and Workplace Relations,
2005). The OHS performance of this sector is especially problematic when
one takes into account that the Australian commercial building and
construction industry employs in excess of 775,000 individuals and
accounts for approximately 6.8% of the nation’s GDP (Department of
Employment and Workplace Relations, 2005).
To further contextualize the issue, legislation in this area is dispersed
among the different states and territories. While Australia is a signatory to
the ILO OHS Standard (1992), individual States and Territories within the
Australian federation retain responsibility for developing and enforcing OHS
legislation. These regulatory authorities each adopt a three-tiered approach
to OHS enforcement based on principles of broad overarching general
duties, detailed provisions in regulations, and codes of practice (Royal
Australian Institute of Architects, 2004, p. 10). These existing codes of
practice, together with advisory standards, provide guidance on hazard
identification and risk assessment processes. At a federal level, the
National Occupational Health and Safety Commission (NOHSC) operates
in an advisory role to Commonwealth, State and Territory governments,
employer organizations and trade unions. NOHSC develops safety
standards, codes of practice and guidance notes that, while not legally
enforceable unless adopted as regulations by the individual States and
Territories, represent a significant attempt at a national approach to OHS.
This approach to OHS is underpinned by the UK-based integrated
approach to accident and illness prevention through regular enforcement,
advisory provisions and teamwork, as espoused by Robens (1972), Latham
(1994) and Egan (1998). More recently, changes to construction-related
OHS legislation have been driven by the recommendations of the Royal
Commission into the Building and Construction Industry, a federal inquiry
into misconduct and malpractice in the sector.
The Commission found that the Australian building and construction
industry is characterized by an entrenched culture of legislative disregard
and that existing laws are very much ineffective (Cole, 2003). In particular,
overseas literature indicates that construction industry SMEs are less
compliant with existing OHS legislation than larger enterprises (Bickerdyke
and Lattimore, 1997). Four hundred separate findings of unlawful conduct
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by individuals, unions and employers and potential breaches of 20 Federal
and State Acts were specifically identified by the Commission (Cole, 2003).
It was concluded that, in the Australian construction industry, behavioural
and cultural change is fundamentally necessary and that the industry as a
whole must work together in order to produce better safety outcomes (Cole,
2003). The best means to effect this change would entail the prompt
implementation of a national OHS system in which safety is regarded as
equally important as time and budgetary considerations (Cole, 2003).
Within this process, OHS responsibility should be distributed equitably
amongst all parties involved in a project, i.e., from initial design through to
commissioning (Cole, 2001).
Under Australian law, employers have a duty of care to provide their
workers with a safe work place. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Victoria
(1992) has determined that “one of the chief responsibilities of all
employers is the safety of those who work for them.” Such a duty has been
held by the courts to apply not only to direct employees of a firm, but also
to a firm’s subcontractors (Rozan, 2005). A common law approach,
however, does little to inform employers of the specific ways in which they
should go about ensuring the safety of their workers. As a consequence,
many jurisdictions implemented a number of standards that specify the
methods of safeguarding safety in specific workplaces. Unfortunately, a
specification approach to OHS results in a mass of detailed law that is
difficult to comprehend or keep up to date (Gunningham, 1996). An
alternative approach was the utilization of performance-based standards
that focus on achieving outcomes yet allow individual firms to determine the
best means to achieve such outcomes (Gunningham, 1996). A large
number of Australian and State-based codes of practice have been
developed that are performance based (see NOHSC 2007 for a partial list).
The plethora of international, national and state standards, codes of
practice and guidance notes, together with formal regulatory instruments,
result in a bewildering array of regulatory instruments with which firms must
comply. Thus a VCP for OHS in the construction industry has been
advanced as a way of ensuring that firms of all sizes are aware of their
responsibilities under Australian law, together with practical guidance on
how to implement such a safety system (Industry Commission, 1994).

3. AN OHS-FOCUSED VOLUNTARY CODE OF PRACTICE
At an international level, both practitioners and scholars acknowledge that
a VCP is central to safety reform (ILO, 1992; Durham et al., 2002; Cole,
2003; Kelly, 2004). Through the principles of national uniformity embedded
in the proposed VCP, it is envisaged that a code of this nature has the
capacity to minimize confusion with respect to the safety roles and
responsibilities of different construction parties (Durham et al., 2002).
Durham et al. (2002) also argue that a homogenous, national OHS-
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focussed VCP has the potential to yield economic elements, especially with
respect to the time and resources expended in order to address different
and often conflicting codes and regulations.
An OHS-focused VCP may also initiate greater levels of collaboration
and engagement within the construction supply chain and across the
industry (Ryan et al., 2006). Supply chain collaboration was traditionally
regarded as a low priority, especially in an industry characterized by high
levels of fragmentation and adversarial relationships (Dainty et al., 2001;
Hampson and Brandon, 2004). What is more, the ILO (1992, p. 2) specifies
that the objective of VCP would be to offer “practical guidance on the policy
and standard setting in occupational safety and health for use by
governments, employers, workers and any other persons involved in the
construction process in order to promote safety and health at the national
level and at the level of enterprise.”
Finally, a VCP that is industry-developed would help to define, in a
court of law, what would be regarded as ‘reasonably practical’, i.e., the
general standard required under duty of care (Gunningham, 1996). In other
words, a VCP, developed by industry for industry, would de facto have the
force of law since, “when the courts consider whether the duty of care has
been met, they will turn to such codes as representing industry custom and
practice” (Industry Commission, 1995, p. 50). Still, it is unclear whether
such a code should be broad principles-based or prescription-based.1

4. DRIVING THE CODE: GOVERNMENT’S ROLE
Government, especially at a federal level, has already signalled its intention
to push construction site OHS further forward on its agenda (Andrews,
2006), although the means to do so have not been finalized. Thus it is
important to think about what place a VCP could have, and what its longterm intention might be. As intimated above, this paper posits that a VCP, if
it achieves the requisite traction, could be an important driver of change
with respect to be way that OHS is addressed and monitored by industry
stakeholders, and government in particular. Indeed, a rigorous government
enforcement of supply-chain-wide OHS principles by means of legislation
and/or regulation would not be practicable at present, particularly when a)
such a regime would result in significant drain on government resources
with questionable results (Gunningham, 1996), and b) is likely to acquire de
facto force of law on its own (Industry Commission, 2004).
1

Research on this topic is currently being undertaken by Australia’s CRC for Construction
Innovation. Other aspects of the proposed VCP are also uncertain; for instance, the specific
components that should be included, the means by which the code will be developed, and the
way in which the effectiveness of such an instrument should be measured. This is particularly
so with respect to the twin goals of achieving greater industry collaboration on OHS-related
matters, and producing better safety outcomes for construction projects.
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A sudden move towards a prescriptive supply-chain-wide OHS
regulatory regime would have the potential to curtail the overall
performance and growth of the industry. Moreover, failure to abide by these
principles on the part of construction industry practitioners would perhaps
lead to plethora of legal actions. Aside from this, an additional set of
legislation cum regulation might also serve to stifle confidence and, without
the normative accord of the industry, would probably prove ineffective
(Gunningham and Kagan, 2005). Data from the CRC for Construction
Innovation’s Construction 2020 survey suggests that construction industry
stakeholders ‘red tape’ as a significant barrier to a more profitable industry
(Hampson and Brandon, 2004). Thus, if government-led reform of OHS is
to ensue, there is a manifest need to move towards greater industry led
self-regulation, which would serve to integrate OHS into global supply
chains (Pearson and Seyfang, 2001). The best means to achieve this
would be to ensure that a supply-chain-wide VCP made a significant impact
on industry OHS performance. Thus the VCP needs to gain support
throughout the entire industry, from major public or private sector clients
down to small owner-operators (Gunningham and Kagan, 2005).

5. A READY MARKET?: THE IMPORTANCE OF VISIBILITY
Interview data suggest that an OHS VCP for the Australian construction
industry would find a ready ‘market’ within certain existing procurement
regimes. For example, interview data gleaned from representatives of peak
industry associations, government agencies and major constructors
demonstrate that the main stakeholders are already aware of the
importance of OHS within the construction industry and the benefits that a
VCP could bring, e.g., “a national code will be one step towards having to
stop saying the same thing in every state” (designer). In the interviews, for
instance, it became clear that designers have become more aware that
their role in OHS must go beyond what is currently regulated, e.g., “the
code will be the first one overarching all the players and will include
designers’ responsibilities” (designer).
As noted above, aside from the more obvious benefits of a supplychain wide VCP, such as reduced incidence of construction-related injury
and death, more fully integrated supply chains will potentially result (Ryan
et al., 2006). This is considered especially important since 80% of contract
expenditure in OECD nations relates to subcontracting (Packham et al.,
2001), and because the promotion of more rapid harmonization between
project constituents will reduce time currently lost on adjusting to new work
conditions (Miller et al., 2001; Stewart et al., 2003). It is argued that greater
supply chain integration would lead to projects being completed on-time,
more satisfactorily, and with less re-work (Engineers Australia, 2005).
A VCP that leads to better outcomes for clients will obvious find
support among those agencies or organizations that procure built
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infrastructure. A VCP can be used by constructors to demonstrate to clients
that they comply with industry best practice (Gunningham and Rees, 1997).
Indeed, more clients will presumably modify their selection criteria in order
to include safety alongside more traditional criteria such as price and
quality (Adetunji et al., 2003), particularly if a VCP had become accepted
as the industry norm (Gunningham and Rees, 1997). The landmark
“Rethinking Construction” report also emphasised the requirement for the
industry to educate and help its clients to differentiate between best value
and lowest price (Egan, 1998). Thus project management firms, it follows,
will increasingly be selected by clients on account of their ability to mandate
adherence to a VCP. As (Wong et al., 1999) have suggested, there is
growing change from “lowest-price wins” to “multi-criteria selection,” which
could include OHS performance. Sub-contractors working for the client’s
principal agent will therefore need to demonstrate their commitment to an
agreed-upon VCP in order to work on a project since contracted workers
can legally be considered to be ‘employed’ by the lead agency, in the
broadest sense of this term (Johnson and Quinlan, 2006).
Despite the above, it seems reasonably clear that, at present, only a
certain type of client will select project management firms according to their
ability to mandate a VCP for project constituents. Public sector
organizations will undoubtedly number among these clients (Andrews,
2005). With the public increasingly interested in the promotion of effective
OHS strategies, government looks set to embrace innovations that have
the potential to lead to better health and safety outcomes. Indeed, safety in
the workplace might be considered an increasingly salient public value
(Wong et al., 1999). In view of this, government will expect that, if an
industry-wide VCP is both practicable and available, public sector
organizations (especially those procuring highly visible infrastructure)
should modify their selection criteria accordingly (Gunningham, 1996).
Public sector organizations, it seems likely, will understand the value
of a VCP with regard to ensuring the provision of quality, on-time and onbudget constructed facilities. This is especially the case given the high
visibility of public works (especially critical infrastructure such as roads,
bridges and railways) and the very real possibility of intense media scrutiny
should OHS performance standards go awry (Cole, 2003; 2004). Thus a
VCP readily fits into the short-term mindset of incumbent governments—a
very important consideration when modern public sector organizations
embrace a whole-of-government perspective.
Aside from public sector clients, adherence to a VCP for OHS would
also conceivably be expected by leading private sector organizations. This
would especially be the case in public-private partnerships (PPPs),
whereby arrangements are made that serve the interests of both the private
sector and the government (van Ham and Koppenjan, 2001; Hodge and
Greve, 2005). This is an especially important consideration since allied
government organizations could potentially demand adherence to a VCP
during the negotiation phases of a partnership concerning infrastructure
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provision. Aside from this, public sector clients may view a VCP as a
mechanism to improve their public image (Gunningham and Rees, 1997).
Adherence to a VCP might thus form part of an organizational corporate
social responsibility (CSR) strategy. In particular, highly visible clients
procuring infrastructure may wish to avoid injury or death on their
construction site in order to avoid reputational crises, even if construction is
far removed from their core business. This theme is closely tied to the
concept of relational capital, which has the potential to lead to sustained
competitive advantage and even differentiation (Sveiby, 1997; Petrick et al.,
1999; Rodgers, 2003).
Enhanced reputational capital could also be an attractive proposition
to many of the larger project management firms operating in high-profile
construction environments. Interview data certainly suggest this, e.g., “OHS
is a very important issue from a client’s perspective” (constructor), although
one respondent stated that “[the] … reality is that most clients don’t
differentiate in competition between organisations that have a good
approach to safety” (constructor). From the interviews, it becomes clear
that, for constructors and designers, the client’s perception relates directly
to their reputations, e.g., “they are more focused on what the general public
will think” (constructor); “global clients and regional clients increasingly
recognize that whether you can deliver on the safety aspect is in fact more
important that the price and all the other aspects” (constructor). General
contractors such as the John Holland Group (JHG) and Bovis Lend Lease
have affirmed their commitment to improving OHS. For example, John
Holland has adopted a vision of “no harm” (Stewart, 2006), while Bovis
Lend Lease desire to operate “incident and injury free” (Bovis Lend Lease,
2006). Firms such as these, which have adopted safety as a core
organizational value, are likely to buy into a VCP. Furthermore, the
expectation of improved project outcomes could also be a factor with
regard to private sector clients promoting a VCP. If a more integrated
supply chain delivering substantial benefits with respect to price,
completion time and quality ensues, a VCP that facilitates the formation
and maintenance of harmonized relationships among project constituents
should earn substantial private sector support. Finally, larger firms
conducting business on an international scale are generally keen to comply
with global standards in quality, environment and safety (Reed Business
Information, 2006).
Thus, it could be argued, there are numerous high-profile clients from
both the public and private sectors that would be interested in a VCP. What
is more, private sector organizations accustomed to manage projects on
behalf of these clients would also see potential. From a purely business
perspective, project management firms would seek to operate according to
a VCP with a view to ingratiating themselves with important clients,
especially if adherence to a VCP were factored increasingly into contractor
selection criteria formulated by clients.
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6. SME UPTAKE OF A VOLUNTARY CODE
In the section above, it was emphasized that clients will largely drive the
implementation of a VCP, and that the larger project management firms
acting as agents for these public and private sector clients will also express
interest in a VCP, both for financial and CSR purposes. Interview data
already collected shows a strong interest in a VCP for OHS among the
larger project management firms: “I think for the larger more responsible
client organizations, the BHPs, the Rios [Rio Tinto], Mobils, Shells …, if
you’re not doing this stuff [OHS] you’re not working for them” (designer).
However, it is difficulty to be sure about whether clients operating outside
the sorts of procurement regimes outlined previously would be interested in
pursuing a VCP for OHS. These include SMEs.
It is necessary to provide a brief definition of what constitutes an
SME. While the definition varies according to the context, one reasonable
definition of an SME in the Australian context might be a firm with less than
100 employees, or with an income of less than AUD5. This definition
broadly fits with the size groupings of firms used by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics in its 2003 survey of innovation in Australian business (ABS,
2005b, p. 14).
As part of the process of obtaining an industry viewpoint on such
issues, the authors undertook a survey (by interview) of innovative
practices, including OHS, in 20 small building contractors in South East
Queensland, Australia, in 2006. It was found that the main factors that
would persuade such firms to adopt or follow a code of practice for OHS
would be government legislation (not helpful with regard to a VCP) and its
endorsement by industry associations. It was also noted that the firms
themselves desired to adopt good OHS practice, especially on account of
its potential to reduce incidence of injuries, lost time and exposure to risk. A
number of the builders did express concerns that whatever legislation was
imposed should be good practice and not onerous.
Whereas larger construction companies appear keen to embed
safety as a priority, as the interview data suggest, smaller firms have
traditionally been more reluctant to do so. Indeed, these firms are much
less likely to comply with existing legislation (Westwick-Farrow, 2006). A
number of factors appear to preclude the uptake of better OHS practices.
Smaller contractors are reported to feel inhibited by small profit margins
and a lack of financial reserves (Gillen et al., 2004). Indeed, construction
industry SMEs can generally be characterized as “price takers” (O’Farrell
and Hitchens, 1988; Miller et al., 2001). In addition, they lack the human
resources and management commitment necessary to improve OHS
performance (Mayhew et al., 1997; Lin and Mills, 2001; Hasle and Limborg,
2006). Smaller contractors also generally have minimal onsite involvement
on construction projects. They are thus generally less committed to safety
(Holmes et al., 1999). This is especially the case for self-employed
persons, who are two times more likely to suffer from work-related deaths
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than others in the industry (Mayhew et al., 1997). Furthermore, smaller
construction companies often do not focus on safety because they a) fail to
recognize the economic returns of OHS, b) generally suffer from poor
scheduling of work, and c) hold that workers are capable of protecting
themselves (Mayhew and Quinlan, 1999). Smaller firms also adhere more
to the widely reported “culture of cost cutting” inherit in the construction
industry (Ferguson, 2004, p. 3).
Not all clients procure high-cost and highly visible constructed
facilities. One might consider the case of a master builder hired by a future
homeowner to coordinate the construction of a suburban dwelling. Although
a small project, it is a construction project nevertheless, with a designer,
client’s agent (project management), the principal agent’s employees, and
various subcontractors. The client presumably has little interest in
mandating improved safety. The client may thus assume that OHS is up to
the individual or the principal contractor. This sort of client, unlike those
introduced previously, may not know what CSR is, let alone have any
active interest in pursuing it. What is more, the client would surely list cost,
quality and completion time far ahead of safety.
By the same token, the principal agent hired by the client may feel
that adherence to the sort of VCP espoused herein makes little business
sense. That is not to say that this agent is totally unconcerned with
ensuring acceptable standards of OHS onsite. The likelihood, however, is
that this would not be one of the agent’s principle concerns. Practitioners
and scholars generally agree that the operating context of smaller firms is
such that limited economic and human resources are available with respect
to implementing OHS management systems over and above what is
currently required by law and regulation (Kim, 2004). Moreover, it is
plausible that adherence to the principles of a health and safety VCP would
be viewed as an additional burden by smaller enterprises. Perhaps
adherence to a VCP would even be regarded as another operational
element that diverts the business from its core competencies. This is
especially so when much attention is focused on short-term performance,
instead of long-term gains (Gunningham and Rees, 1997).
This view is supported by the results of the survey of 20 small
building firms previously mentioned, in which several referred to what they
felt were quite onerous requirements imposed by legislation (as opposed to
good practice). Examples quoted by the builders included perceived overemphasis on scaffolding (one firm claimed that the cost of scaffolding can
be as much as AUD30,000, or more, for certain residential houses) and the
need to re-examine electrical leads every three months.
While there is some debate regarding the degree to which low
margins prevent SMEs from innovating (Ryan et al., 2006), what does
seem relatively clear is that SMEs, even though they might desire to
innovate (Lefebvre et al., 1997; O’Farrell and Hitchens, 1988), do not
always have the financial or human resources capability to do so (Industry
Commission 1995; O’Farrell and Miller, 2002). This could also be perceived
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as a barrier to introducing the principles of a VCP for OHS, especially if
compliance to these principles results in added cost, an increased
expenditure of time, and unwanted complexity, all of which concerns were
voiced by the smaller constructor interviewed as part of this research.
According to Gunningham (1999, p. 27), SMEs fail to view health and
safety as an investment; rather, they view health and safety as a cost.
Now, if SMEs do not generally (if at all) work with the larger project
management firms dealt with previously, or else work for public sector
clients keen to mandate leading practice, it will conceivably be difficult to
‘sell’ the VCP to this industry sector. Yet, without that sector effectively
engaged in a VCP, there is a good chance that, if the principles of the code
do eventually become mandated, problems that may have a detrimental
effect on the entire industry could ensue. This is especially the case since,
according to figures provided by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, 90% of
Australian construction firms have an annual turnover of less than AUD1M
(ABS, 2003; 2005a).
Larger project management firms would obviously prefer to see as
many SMEs as possible buying into the VCP. This is because, if public and
private sector clients begin to give equal weighting to safety as to price,
quality, prestige, etc., i.e., it becomes the industry norm (Gunningham and
Rees, 1997; Adetunji et al., 2003), then project management firms acting
as agents of their clients will naturally desire a large pool of potential subcontractors that have demonstrably adhered to the kinds of best-practice
encapsulated in the code. This is obviously important with respect to
competition. Thus the means to demonstrate that adherence to a VCP
would bring about considerable benefits need to be established. It will be
difficult to argue a case for short-term benefits, especially if the SME
operates outside the more high-profile regimes discussed previously. Yet it
seems clear that the essential principles of a supply-chain-wide VCP would
have value to this sector. For instance, less compensation claims and legal
actions may provide benefits over time.

7. CONCLUSION
It is likely that, when clients mandate adherence to a VCP for OHS, it will
be necessary for potential subcontractors to demonstrate their adherence
to the code to project management firms. This would thus constitute a kind
of pre-qualified arrangement and would need to be carried out via
formalized arrangements rather than word of mouth. The means to achieve
this in a highly visible fashion need to be developed. To do otherwise would
merely negate the benefits that a VCP could provide with respect to rapid
harmonization of project constituents onsite. From a long-term viewpoint,
even though the SME does not presently deal with project management
firms that acting on behalf of high-profile clients, the firm should leave itself
open to the possibility of entering these regimes if deemed appropriate.
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Moreover, at another level, the smaller firm may desire to coordinate a
project for local government units, which, for public accountability reasons,
promote the VCP for OHS. In view of this, it would make sense for the
SME, and indeed the owner-operator, to abide by the voluntary code, if
only for strategic rather than day-to-day business reasons.
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